writers used the documents he had assembled so carefully and edited with such distinction, they continued to overlook his qualifications. A Russian exile, Constantin de Grunwald, writing in France, concluded enthusiastically: "Stein's correspondence with Alexander discloses with all clarity the threads of the plot by which, from the moment of his arrival in Russia the German statesman set himself to lead Alexander unconsciously beyond the self-regarding objects of Russian nationalism. '10 Two German works of recent provenance, the volumes by Roessler and Goerlitz,1' likewise exemplify the traditional approach. In Alexander's life the German problem was only one of many. His biographers, but little concerned with the entire episode, seem disposed to accept the German version. M. J. Bogdanovichll and N. K. Shil'der13 made extensive use of Pertz. In the opinion of Shil'der, foreign influences at court were to be deplored rather than emphasized,14 and Stein was given little space. Among popular biographers of the "enigmatic Czar" one must not look for serious historical findings.15 
